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After growing up on building sites, spending 
years working on new homes and pursuing a 
career in lighting, it baffles me as to how new 
homes (except those who have sought the 
services of good architects and lighting 
designers) are still so poorly designed and lit. 
 
There is little excuse for the results of many 
homes, and for those who argue budget ... how 
mistaken you really are. In today's world of 
open source information, product design and 
manufacturing, there are no excuses! 
 
Below is a brief list of things to avoid. Speaking 
from experience.  

Introduction
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Builders will still ignore the experience, science 
and expertise of designers and architects. So often 
I see homes where electric lighting is required 
during daylight hours. If you require lights to be 
turned on during the day, you need to change your 
architecture.   
 
 

Architecture – Building Right

This should be the first step of a lighting designer; 
ensuring you achieve well illuminated spaces 
during daylight hours, through better building 
design. 
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Yes, you may spend a small amount putting in an 
extra window or skylight; however, the long-term 
benefits will more than out way any cost.

Function and Features, not Space

Don’t light the air … We cannot see air, so stop 
throwing so much light at it! 
 
My partner and I live in a modern project home. 
Its only 3 years old. Since moving in, not only 
have we cut a substantial hole in a wall to install 
a window, allowing natural light and air fill the 
house, but we also no longer use any of the 
initially installed lights in the living areas. 
 
We installed pendants in the kitchen and over the 
dining space to provide functional and ambient 
light for work areas, and we predominantly use  
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lamps and feature space lighting to illuminate the 
living areas, creating a homelier environment. 
 

The original installed downlights are all poorly 
positioned (a common problem with many project 
homes) to evenly spread light in walk areas, 
creating a kitchen that has bright floors but 
shadows on all the benchtops, a dining area with 
lights behind our heads and a living area full of 
glare. 
 
By installing the pendants over our bench tops and 
dining table we now have functional light where we 
need it.  
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The spill or reflected light is more than enough to 
light the walkways. 
 
Light what you can see or use the furniture to 
light the room. Eg. illuminated bookcases or back 
lit wall hangings etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using less light and directing it at the features in 
the room and allowing the spill to light the rest, 
creates a far more interesting space. 
 
Try it! Get some lamps or torches, shine them at 
some walls, paintings or a bookcase, and then turn 
the main room lighting off.  
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CAUTION!!!! 
Lights can get hot, so be careful not to burn 

the house down or ruin a good fabric.

Then sit and wait … give it five to ten minutes. 
Soon, what was a dark room will feel brighter and 
the effect will be calming and inspiring. 
 
At a pinch for some fun, I stick lamps behind 
couches, behind TVs, in the indoor plants, behind 
the books on the shelf or on top of cabinets. By 
lighting the elements in the space, the room takes 
on a new life. The artwork, hardly noticeable before, 
now pops off the wall, the boring plant now glows, 
and we are left feeling more positive and inspired in 
our environment. 
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Luminaire Selection 
SMD bad         -      COB better

A light is a light right? WRONG! Lights or Luminaires 
(light fittings as a whole unit) are as numerous and 
varied as Wine. I enjoy red wine, and while I don’t 
have the refined taste buds to appreciate a $4000 
bottle of French Shiraz, I also wouldn’t insult them by 
consuming one that comes in a 4lt box, with a free 
inflatable pillow. 
 
Same applies with lights. 
 
There are definitely some LEDs on the market that 
charge more than the average punter could justify. 
Just as there are certainly LEDs that are too cheap to 
be any good, even for one night. I will do a follow up 
piece on selecting the right LEDs for your home, but 
for now, a very simple rule of thumb. SMD bad - COB 
better.

VS
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Put simply, SMD or Surface Mounted Diode are 
constructed by mounting an array of diodes on a 
flat disc, then covering that array with a diffuser. 
They are usually cheap fittings of high output and 
high glare, and now commonly come with options 
to select colour temperature, making them suited to 
electrical wholesalers and electricians, “A one-stop 
fitting, that does it all” etc. 
 
From experience, a restaurant that serves fish and 
chips, curry and burritos, fails to do any of them 
well. The same can be said of an SMD fitting. 
 
 

SMD
(Surface Mounted Diode)
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COB or Chip on Board. Where SMD is an array of 
multiple led diodes spread on a surface to create 
a high output of light, a COB uses a single LED 
diode mounted in a lens and reflector, to carefully 
structure the light rays as is required. Although 
they come in a range of variety and quality, the 
COB is almost always better than an SMD when it 
comes to quality of light output. 
 
The deeper chip set and reflectors reduce glare, 
and instead of having multiple chips set for 
various colour temperatures, COB only has one. 
Meaning, for comparable price fittings (SMD v 
COB) the COB will more than likely be of better 
quality and represent better value.

COB
(Chip on Board)
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Nobody wants to get down and dirty under clinical 
lighting (ok ok . well not everybody) 
 
More light does not mean better vision or a more 
pleasant viewing environment. Quite often it 
creates the opposite. Our eyes adjust to light levels 
on a sliding scale. 
 
The pupil of our eye, opening and closing just like 
a camera's aperture, protects the light sensitive 
tissue from damage. If there is a bright light source 
in our environment, our eyes have to adjust, 
closing the pupil to protect itself. 
 
This leaves the rest of the room looking darker and 
requiring our pupil to slowly adjust, when we look 
at other surfaces.   
 
 
 

Atmosphere vs Luminance
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If the room lighting is balanced, our pupil won’t 
need to adjust, and our environment is therefore 
more comfortable. 
 
Homes are places for an array of activities and a 
single lighting arrangement really doesn't suit all 
situations. With more natural light in our home, 
we can prioritise electric lighting to ease focus on 
ambience and function, instead of attempting to 
recreate daylight. 
 
All too often I see high powered CFL or LED 
fittings, blasting cool colour temperature light 
everywhere, and lighting the place up like a 
stadium. I don't plan on playing AFL in my lounge 
room, so why is it lit up like the MCG? 
 
Using warmer colour temperature lamps, 
combinations of indirect and direct lighting, up 
lighting, low level and feature lighting, combined 
with controllable light levels,  
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we can modify the feel of our home, altering our 
moods and our emotional and physiological 
state. 
 
Through better lighting, our minds can begin to 
wind down, relax and prepare our body for sleep, 
in turn improving our health.
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If you are lucky enough to have a place with an 
outdoor area and window large enough to see it … 
Light it up!   
 
DON’T flood light it like the aforementioned MCG, 
but delicately illuminate it to enhance the gardens 
natural splendour. The absence of external lighting 
creates a mirror like effect on our windows, leaving 
us feeling claustrophobic and scared of what's 
lurking outside. 
 
Turning the outside lighting on at night extends our 
view, tricking us into thinking that our home is 
larger than it really is, while providing a sense of 
safety and comfort. 
 

Make Your House Bigger by            
 Bringing the Outside in
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If not a garden, use an exterior wall or façade, 
applying the same methods described above. Just 
something to extend the field of view and change 
the glass from a blackened mirror to a pleasant 
view.  
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This is really a quick set of notes based on common 
mistakes I see on a routine basis. An opinion piece 
of simple things that can be avoided through better 
planning and improved through better design. 
 
There are no hard-fast rules. Each house is as 
different as its occupants.  

Conclusion
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